
Cobalt Strike is software for Adversary Simulations and Red Team Operations. Execute targeted attacks and 
emulate advanced threat actors with one of the most powerful kits available to penetration testers.

Overview
Cobalt Strike executes targeted attacks and evades 
defenses in a way that replicates a well-funded attacker 
with custom tools. Cobalt Strike sets up client-side 
attacks designed for modern targets, sends phishing 
emails, communicates "low and slow", and abuses trust 
relationships for lateral movement.

Beacon Payload
Beacon is a remote access payload to model advanced 
attackers. Beacon uses HTTP, HTTPS, and DNS to get 
past tough egress restrictions. You may also chain 
Beacons together, with named pipes, to compromise 
systems that can't reach the internet and make your 
post-exploitation activity blend in with normal actions.

Malleable Command and Control
Adversary Simulations go beyond traditional red team 
assessments to make actions look like an attack from 
another actor. Adversary Simulations exercise your 
security operations and incident response capabilities.

Cobalt Strike cloaks your actions with its Malleable 
Command and Control technology. This feature lets you 
change Beacon's communication to look like malware 
used by another actor.

Social Engineering
Cobalt Strike offers several user-driven attacks to get a 
foothold in a network. These attacks use features to  
execute a payload on a target system.

User-driven attacks in Cobalt Strike include: Java Applet 
Attack, Microsoft Word and Excel Macro, and an  
Executable File Dropper. The dropper attack opens a 
document and silently executes your payload. 

To send an attack package, use Cobalt Strike's spear 
phishing tool. This feature imports existing messages to 
send pixel perfect phishes.



User Exploitation
Cobalt Strike is designed for long-term post-exploitation 
at scale. Task multiple beacons to log keystrokes, grab 
screenshots, and dump credential material. All of this 
information is sent to a team server that immediately 
updates clients when new information comes in.

Reports
Cobalt Strike generates professional reports in Word and 
PDF formats. These reports provide indicators of 
compromise and document red team activity to train 
incident response and security operations staff.

Large Scale Red Team Operations
Cobalt Strike is designed for multi-user red team 
operations. Team members chat through the shared 
event log. Keystrokes, screenshots, and credentials are 
available to all team members. Each team member's 
action are logged to a central team server. Cobalt 
Strike also allows seamless session sharing.

For coordinated large scale operations, split your team 
into cells, each with their own team servers. Cobalt 
Strike's client connects to multiple servers to pass 
access to compromised systems between cells. 
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PowerShell
PowerShell is a first-class citizen in Cobalt Strike’s 
Beacon payload. Import your favorite offensive 
PowerShell capability and use it without putting files on 
disk or connecting to a repository of PowerShell scripts. 

Training and Documentation
Cobalt Strike's documentation greatly exceeds the 
industry standard. There's a 70 page manual that 
describes the tool and how to use it. Many features 
have a support page with documentation and a short 
video tutorial too.

Cobalt Strike Training is available through the 
website. Advanced Threat Tactics is a free nine-part 
course on red team operations with many hours of 
material. This course covers how to get a foothold 
through a targeted attack, post-exploitation, lateral 
movement, and how to get past modern defenses. 
Click the Training link on the website

Strategic Cyber LLC is the Washington, DC company 
that develops Cobalt Strike. Customers include 
government agencies, military organizations, defense 
contractors, banks, Fortune 100 companies, and 
boutique consulting firms. Strategic Cyber LLC is run 
by Raphael Mudge, the creator of Armitage.

Lateral Movement
Lateral Movement is a core Beacon capability. 
Repurpose credentials, kerberos tickets, and password 
hashes to move around a target’s network. Chain 
Beacons together with named pipes to control your 
communication path and limit your egress points. Cobalt 
Strike’s Pivot Graph visualizes these chains making this 
advanced tactic more intuitive than ever!

Browser Pivoting
A Browser Pivot is a man-in-the-browser attack to hijack 
authenticated web sessions. Use Browser Pivoting to 
access most websites your target logs onto with Internet 
Explorer. Get into email, proprietary web applications, 
and document repositories. 
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